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Voicebrook to Exhibit at 2009 Cerner Health Conference
Voicebrook to demonstrate VoiceOver® and discuss strategies for
successful speech recognition deployment
LAKE SUCCESS, NY October 3, 2009 – Voicebrook, a leading provider of integrated speech
recognition and digital dictation solutions in healthcare, today announces that it will be exhibiting at the
2009 Cerner Health Conference in Kansas City, Missouri. The Conference is being held on October 4th
through October 6th, and members of the Voicebrook team will be available in Booth 119 for product
discussions and demonstrations.
Voicebrook’s VoiceOver® Enterprise solution is designed to leverage existing investments in Hospital
Information Systems (HIS), Radiology Information Systems (RIS), and Anatomic Pathology (AP)
Systems by adding speech recognition and templating as text input tools. Seamless integration ensures
easy access to speech recognition technology and digital dictation from within existing applications.
Medical professionals continue to interact with existing systems while combining the power of voice,
templating, and input devices that are designed for their environment and workflow.
VoiceOver® Enterprise integrates directly with all Cerner information systems, including Classic®,
CoPathPlus® and Millennium®, and has been widely deployed throughout the US. Voicebrook’s
software and services extend beyond core Dragon® Medical solutions and ensure the highest levels of
success with speech recognition, while also providing the flexibility for users to choose between frontend speech recognition and traditional transcription workflows. VoiceOver® can be deployed as an
upgrade to a Dragon® Medical implementation, allowing sites to protect initial investments, and realize
the full potential of speech recognition and complementary workflow technologies.
Joseph Desiderio, President of Voicebrook said, “We are excited to be participating in the Cerner
Health Conference this year, and we look forward to showing our products and sharing our experiences
with some of the most prestigious healthcare organizations in the country. We feel that our approach to
integrating and delivering speech recognition technology within Cerner’s full product suite can help
Cerner customers finally capitalize on the promised benefits of speech technologies.”
For more information, please visit www.voicebrook.com.
About Voicebrook
Voicebrook is a leading provider of integrated speech recognition and digital dictation solutions for
automation of clinical documentation. Voicebrook’s VoiceOver® Enterprise software integrates directly
with most healthcare information systems, and has been widely deployed in Pathology throughout the
US and Canada. Voicebrook has developed specific best practices for implementation and on-going

support, ensuring the most successful deployments of integrated speech recognition technology for
healthcare.
About the Cerner Healthcare Conference
The Cerner Health Conference (CHC) is Cerner’s annual industry-leading event for healthcare leaders,
clinicians, information technology specialists, practice managers, employers, consumers and industry
professionals. Attendees learn about key issues affecting healthcare, network with peer organizations
and explore Cerner and their partners’ solutions in the Solutions Gallery.
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